The purchase of your Second Line Section opens up the options for a Character, TWO additional Support Sections (one of which may be exchanged for an Elite Section), or if the player feels he has sufficient manpower then they may replace BOTH of these Support Section options with the steel fury of a SINGLE Heavy Support Section. Subsequently, the purchase of a Third Line Section will allow the player to choose one of the following options:HQ or an Elite Section, a Character, or two additional Support Sections (one of which may be exchanged for an Elite Section) to make a game of Dystopian Legions 'rules-legal' to those who follow the rules-handbook to the letter. Remember that the basic requirement to make a game of Dystopian Legions 'rules-legal' is a HQ and ONE Line Section. The basic requirement to make a game of Dystopian Legions 'rules-legal' is a HQ and ONE Line Section. The basic requirement to make a game of Dystopian Legions 'rules-legal' is a HQ and ONE Line Section.